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If the very existence of a free society depends on a literate and articulate
citizenry, the study of English in the United States should be substantially improved on

every level from kindergarten through, graduate school. Immediate steps must be
taken to (1) focus the teaching. of English upon the study .of language, literature, and
composition, (2) educate teachers to the cumulative, sequential nature of English, (3)
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present shortage of English teachers, (5) increase the knowledge and instruCtional

success of currently employed English teachers, (6) improve teaching conditions,
services, and resources that will .lead to better English teaching, and (7) encourage
and support much needed basic research in English as well as the dissemination and
application of subsequent findings. (Included are charts which illustrate and
substantiate the national inadequacies, costs, and needs. of English programs- in.
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WHEREAS the Golden Anniversary White House Conference
on Children and Youth this year recommended greater emphasis on
humanistic studies in education; and

WHEREAS the Conference recommended the establishment of a
National Humanities Foundation to offer needed support and encouragement of the humanities on a national scale; and

WHEREAS English is a humanistic study most basic and most often
taken by students, and the teacher of English is thus the representative of the humanities in the elementary and secondary schools;
be it
RESOLVED that the National Council of Teachers of English
1.

Support all national efforts to obtain support for the teaching
of English and the other humanities on a national scale; and

2. Direct its Executive Committee to inform the nation's leaders
in government, business, and education of the Council's mounting concern over the neglect of English and the other humanities
in current educational efforts; and furthermore

3. Direct its Executive Committee to inform the Congress of the
United States and the United States Office of Education of
the compelling need for an extension of the National Defense
Education Act of 1958 to include English and the humanities as
a vital first step toward improving instruction in English and
of stimulating program development in this important area.
Resolution adcpted at the Golden Anniversary
Meeting of the National Council of Teachers
of English
November 24, 1960
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PART II
The National Pr
The teaching of English plays a vital
role in preserving human varues in our
technological society.

Our democratic institutions depend
upon intelligent, informed communication.
Competence in using English is essential in every subject.

English is taught more extensively to
more pupils than is any other subject.
The demand for English teachers has
increased faster than the number adequately trained.
The old and essential obligations of
the Eaglish teacher have not changed,
but new obligations make his task increasingly difficult.
,A

English and its teachers should focus
on the study of language, literature,
and composition.

Poorly prepared teachers of English
have created a serious national problem.

Probably the greatest single weakness
is the lack of articulation in the teaching of English.
National concern about the deficiencies of English instruction has become
almost commonplace.
Coordinated national and state efforts
are needed to improve the teaching
of En glish.
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II

The National Problem
In this country more pupils spend more time more continuously
throughout their entire schooling on the subject of English than on any
other subject. Competence in English is almost universally acknowledged
as basic to quality in education. Two of the three R's are included in the
subject. Yet the teaching of English in this country is far less effective
than it should be. Too many students are struggling to learn English
under gravely inferior conditionsin crowded classrooms with inadequate books; from teachers ill-prepared and insufficiently helped; in

schools unable to attract and to retain teachers with the vision and
experience to develop strong English programs; sometimes with skills,
especially in reading and writing, that have been insufficiently developed
at earlier educational levels.

This report on the conditions under which English is at present
taught in this country suggests the vigorous action needed to improve
the teaching. Section I outlined a series of recommendations. This section explains why the need is national. Section III presents a comprehensive picture of the status of English teaching today. The reasons for
a national effort to improve the teaching of English are both compelling
and urgent.
1. The teaching of English plays a vital role in preserving human
values in our technological society. Since most elementary and secondary
school pupils in the United States meet a humanistic study
The
only by their continuous and sequential study of English,
humanistic
values of
English

the English teacher becomes for them the representative
of the humanities. The importance of Englishthe language

and its literaturelies in its hold upon the intellect and

the emotions of man. The processes of becoming articulate and literate
are central to man's attainment of full human dignity; literature helps

man to understand his own nature and the nature of fellow human
beings; literature reveals and clarifies reality, affording illumination
rugged, intellectually demanding and inspiringof the ideas and experiences of man. The cultivation of literature not only gives man an
access to the ideas and values of his culture and a consequent desire

%.

to cherish and improve it but also stimulates his growth in understanding,
sensitivity, and compassion. To be able to speak and write clearly about
this illumination and understanding is to be an articulate, mature partici-

pant in what is most essentially human. When the 1960 White House
Conference on Youth, in two separate recommendations, calls for
greater emphasis on the humanities in the school curriculum,1 there is
only one possible answer: a revitalization and rededication in its role of
preserving and transmitting the humanistic tradition.
The young who study our language and literature come into the best
contact possible with the dreams, hopes, and aspiratioas, as well as with

the roots of our culture. The rich texture of myth and folklore of
lumbering, pioneering, and railroading stimulates the imagination and
is a vehicle for the perpetual transmission of the American heritage.
Only through the imagination do the complex natures of our various
regionsDown East, the Old South, the prairie, the corn belt, and the
mining townbecome ingrained in our rising generations. Many of the

books our youth read suggest the richness which we define as our
heritageOur Town, Huckleberry Finn, "The Devil and Daniel Webster," "The Death of the Hired Man," Abe Lincoln in Illinois, The Scarlet
Letter, Moby Dick. These stories are founded upon an older and wider
tradition, but one still oursDavid Copperfield, "The Ancient Mariner,"

"The Deserted Village," "Elegy Written in a Country Church Yard,"
Robinson Crusoe, Macbeth. And this literature depends upon and blends
with an even older traditionthe temptatiom of Faust, the mystic Bluebird, the penetrating humor of Don Quixote, the wanderings of Ulysses,
the heroic figures of Greek and Roman myth, the just and overseeing God

of the Bible. The base of the heritage is as broad as the humanistic
tradition.

2. Our democratic institutions depend upon intelligent, informed
communication, which in turn depends upon the training of all persons
to think critically and imaginati-)ely, to express themselves clearly, and
to read with understanding. Man's ability to communicate information,
feelings, and values distinguishes him as human. The success with which
he leads his life depends upon his ability to conduct his personal affairs
effectively with other people, to contribute sensibly to community life, and to share the experience of othersmen of
The social
the past and of distant places, as well as of contemporaries.
value of
Every man's ability to achieve a satisfying personal life
English
and to share in the responsibilities and opportunities of
lRecommendations 138 and 139 (Forums V, XI, aml XII), Conference Proceedings, Golden
Anniversary White House Conference on Children and Youth (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1960), p. 333.
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society depends upon his ability to read, write, and speak well his
mother tongue.

Buffeted by the problems of our twentieth century democracycomplex organization, sudden technological changes, the passionate pressure

of self-seeking groups, conflicting ideologies, uncertainty about the
future, baffling international problemsmodern man must cope with his
work, mal:e wise choices, and respond to the exacting demands of intelligent citizenship. His success will depend in no small measure not
only on his ability to think, to read, and to express his ideas clearly, but
also on his acquiring perspective by acquaintance with the best that has
been known and thought in the past.
Young people living in the twentieth century are studying new atti-

tudes toward space and time, new concepts about the nature of the
universeideas which raise profound questions about the role of man
in his world and about man's philcisophical and spiritual views. Problems
of this kind are becoming a major concern in the lives of many people

and reveal a need for much reading and study about the role of man
in this world.
In our world, too, where East meets West in almost daily encounter,
when travelers and businessmen represent our culture and our values no

less than do our statesmen and military personnelin a world in which
the profile of the "Ugly American" is all too vividly etchedit is important that Americans everywhere fully understand their heritage and
see themselves not only as bearers of aid, technology, and materialism
but also of ideas, of human dignity and freedomideas articulated with
such vision by Jefferson, Lincoln, Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman
ideas derived in the tradition of the French democrats and the Magna
Carta, through the writings of Milton and Schiller and Sophocles, influenced by the philosophy of Locke and Dante and Aristotle. The encounter between the East and West need not be a clash of spiritual and
material views but can result in a mutual exchange of spiritual and cultural values. If all Americans are to become ambassadors, all must
educate themselves deeply in their own and the world's literature.
3. Competence in using English is essential in every subject. Unless
English is taught well, every subject suffers. Because language is the
vehicle for ideas, command of language is important in
Learning
depends
on language

every subject. The task of educating students to use
language is the special responsibility of the English teacher,

but his success or failure ultimately affects instruction in
all other subjects. "Without the ability to read accurately
and to write clear, coherent prose, no engineer, scientist, architect, or
17

business executive can achieve distinction in his profession," states
J. C. Warner, president of Carnegie Institute of Technology.
A recent survey of leaders in American business, government, law,
and communications clearly reveals their firm belief in the paramount
importance of English studies.2 Typical of the comments is the reaction
from W. W. Watson, chairman of the physics department, Yale University, who believes English to be "the most important subject in the entire

course of study in the elementary and college preparatory years" or
that of John F. Latimer, professor of classics and assistant dean of
faculties, the George Washington University, who asserts, "We must
learn that English is the mother and father of a% 3isciplines for us and

for all who speak English as a native tongue." English is a bedrock
subject. Knowledge and skill in English are basic to the attainment of
excellence, whether in regular schools and college programs, in graduate
or professional study, or in professional service.
The extent to which advanced students are hampered by their inade-

quate command of English was recentiy summoned to attention in a
national survey of graduate education in the United States.3 In 1959
the American Bar Association devoted a special section of its annual
meeting to considering the problem of language deficiency. A year earlier

the Educational Policies Committee of the Association of Graduate
Schools proposed a graduate entrance examination to include English
composition.

The careless writing in American professional journals often impedes
communication between writer and reader. ( Compare, for example, the
literary quality of the British medical journal, Lancet, with that of any
comparable publication in this country.) A recent survey of leaders of
the business world suggests that inferiority in the use of the language
is reaching national proportions and threatens to debase out business
and professional life.4

4. English is taught more extensively to more pupils than is any
other subject. The prevalence of English instruction in education is
graphically demonstrated by the enrollment of 92.9 per cent of all pupils
in our high schools in English, as compared to 68 per cent enrolled in
3Joseph Mersand, Attitudes Toward English (Philadelphia: Chilton Press. 1961). All quotations
in this section are taken from this survey of the attitudes of national leaders.
3Bernard Berelson, Graduate Education in the United States (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1960), pp. 247-248.
4Mersand, op. cit.
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The
enormous
teaching
problem

the social sciences, 55 per cent in mathematics, and 25 per

cent in foreign 1anguages.5 High schools throughout the
country require an average of 3.6 to 3.8 years of English,
and the trend to require a full four years is increasing."
( No other requirement is so extensive; the study of history
and social studies is second with 2.2 to 2.5 years required. ) More than
15 per cent of all secondary teachers teach English, compared with
12.9 per cent in mathematics, 12.6 per cent in science, and 11.7 per cent
in history and the social studies.' The difference does not result from
PER CENT OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN SUBJECTS

92.9%

ENGLISH

SOCIAL
SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

personal choice. Most school programs require children to take English
from the first grade to the last, and it is no accident that James B. Conant,
in his recent surveys of American high schools, calls strongly, as a first
requirement, for four years of English." Virtually all of the 42 millions

of students now enrolled in public elementary and secondary schools
are studying English under the supervision of more than 900,000 teachers;

thousands of others are studying English in independent schools, in
colleges, and in universities. Because practically all pupils at all educational levels study English, every change in the nature or size of the
school population inevitably affects the teaching of English for better

or worse.

5Biennia1 Survey of Education in the United States, United States Office of Education (Wash.
ington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1951), pp. 107
°Research Bulletin, National Education Association, Vol. 37, No. 4 (December, 1959), pp.
121-125.
7Teacher Supply and .Demand in Public Schools, 1960, Research Division, National Education
Association, April, 1960, p. 10.

8James B. Conant, The American School Today (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1958), p. 47, and James B. Conant, Recommendations for Education in the Junior High School
Years (Princeton, N. J.: Educational Testing Service, 1960), p. 16.
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Enrollment
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INCREASE IN SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
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5. For fifty years the school population has been increasing. The
demand for English teachers has increased faster than the number adequately trainedand the 1960's will increase the demand. Because all
students study English, the rise in school population durMore
ing the past fifty years has inevitably affected the teaching
students
require more of English more directly than the teaching of any other
English
subject. From 1910 to 1959, the proportion of the school
teachers
age population "( ages 5 to 17) attending public elementary
and secondary schools increased from 74.2 per cent to 83.6 per cent,
even while the size of the school age population exploded from about
24 million to 37 million. During this same period, the number enrolled
in elementary classrooms ( grades 1 to 8) increased from about 17 million

to 24 million, while the number enrolled in high schools increased
eleven-f old, (from 915,000 to 11,251,000).9 Despite vigorous efforts to
recruit adequately trained teachers in all fields, the gulf between supply

and demand continues to widen. Today one-fourth of all elementary
school teachersthose responsible for teaching fundamental skills in
reading, writing, and languageare not college graduates." The number
of high school teachers graduated to teach English by the nation's
colleges in 1960 was 12 per cent below the number graduated in 1950,
despite an increase of about five million in total high school enrollments.
And in the number of graduates prepared to teach high school English,
1960 was the best year since 1950111
One sampling indicates that during 1958-1959 alone, the demand for
trained high school teachers of English outran the supply by 27 per

cent". Moreover, expanding enrollments are expected to continue for
some time to come. The population of the United States has risen 23.7
per cent since 1946, but the school age population has risen 46.3 per cent.

A similar rate of growth should continue in the years ahead.13 During
the past decade, enrollments in public schools have been increasing at
an annual average increase of more than one million pupils. These increases are derived largely from children born between 1943 and 1953
at an annual rate ranging from 3,104,000 ( 1943) to 3,965,000 (1953).
Yet beginning in 1954, the annual birth rate has exceeded four million
each year. As recent research of the National Education Association
°Statistical Summary of Education 1933-36, Biennial Survey of Education in the United States,
U. S. Department of 'Health, Education, and Welfare, Chapter 1, 1959, pp. 24-25. Statistics for
1959 are reported in Fall, 1939, Enrollment, Teachers and School HousIng, U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
10Teacher Supply and Demand in Public Schools, 1960, Research Division, National Education
Association of the United States, April, 1960, p. 12.
"Ibid., p. 11.
12See the discussion of these findings on page 34.
13Research Bulletin, National EducatiOn Association, Vol. 36, No. 4 (December, 1959), p. 124.
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indicates, in September, 1960, for the first time, the elementary schools
of this country felt the full impact of four million births six years earlier,
and then in only the first of the six grades. But in September, 1965, all six
grades of the elementary schools will be serving children born at the rate
of four to four and one-half million per year! By September, 1969, our
high schools will be deluged with 50 to 70 per cent more students than
they can now accommodate.14 In other words, the demand for adequately

prepared elementary and secondary teachers not only continues unabated but will grow even more pressing in the years to come. The total
enrollment in elementary schools is expected to increase 13.4 per cent
from 1958 to 1965; the enrollment in secondary schools is expected to
increase 47 per cent; and college enrollments are expected to increase
40.9 per cent over the 1958 levels.15 Almost all of these students will be
studying English.
These figures we are beginning to get used to. They meet us weekly

in sober statements in the press. What we fail to realize is that the
expansion has been in process for over thirty years. Figures from a recent

U. S. Office of Education report are instructive.16 They contrast two
generations of fifth graders. Of 1,000 pupils who entered the fifth grade
in 1924, 612 entered high school, 302 graduated, and 118 went to college.
Of 1,000 fifth graders in 1949, 863 entered high school, 581 graduated,

and 301 went to college. Note that those entering college represented
30.1 per cent of the original fifth graders and 51.9 per cent of the high
school graduates. The so-called "college bound minority" of high school
graduates ( since about 1953 ) has in reality been a "majority," and the
percentage of high school graduates seeking higher education continues
to rise. Preparation of these students by well-educated English teachers
is of vital educational importance.
In desperate attempts to cope with the population explosion over the
years, thousands of people of good will, but innocent of sound training,

have been employed to fill classrooms and teach "English." Who are
these teachers? What books have they read? What books are they having
their pupils read? Some with only minors in English, many with still less
preparation, have managed to hold their pupils' attention in class with all
sorts of interesting discussions and materialsbut not with English. The
14The Pursuit of ExcellenceEducation and the Future of Anterica, Special Studies Report V,
Rockefeller Brothers Fund (Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1958), p. 21.
"Teacher SuPply and Demand, p. 13.
16"School Retention Rate Rises," School Life, U. S. Office of Education, Vol. 42, No. 5 (January, 1960), pp. 20-21.
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content of English accordingly has become increasingly confused and
has lost definition. The national waste in time and money reflected in
low scores in College Board Examinations and in expenditures upon
college programs of "remedial English" is a matter for serious concern.
The drift into the present state of chaos has been subtle and complex;
the causes run deep. We must now become aware of the critical problem
and muster a national effort to solve it. Assessment of blame is no longer
to the point. Explanation, however, is helpful, and alertness to the magnitude of the task that lies before us is imperative.
6. The old and essential obligations of the English teacher have not
changed, but new obligations make his task increasingly difficult. These
new demands have resulted primarily from changes in society, in the
composition of the school population, and in the role of communication
in the world today.

One hundred years ago, many of the people of our country were
barred from achieving a full life because they were unable to read and
write. Public schools were established to enableeven to
Different
kinds of
students

requireevery person to become literate. From 1870 to
1945 came the task of erecting 30,000 high schools, 100,000
elementary schools, and a thousand colleges; and with this
construction came the task of finding a million teachers for

thirty million youth from every level of society and every hamlet and
crossroads. Those who were teaching English learned to cope, as teachers
of English still must learn to cope, with the linguistically privileged and
linguistically underprivileged, with the special problems of the bilingual
child, with dialectal differences, with the interplay of many accents and

vocabularies as children from all segments of life came together in
the classroom. The goal of total literacy practically has been reached,
and it is no accident that the achievement of literacy has resulted in
valuable economic, cultural, and political by-products: the most productive economy in the world, leadership in the sciences and arts, and an
increasing extension of democratic rights and responsibilities to most of
our citizens.
In recent years, we have tended to be satisfied with mere literacy. Well
aware that the scientific, political, and industrial practices of a century
ago are too rudimentary for today, we have not faced the
The
need for

fact that simple literacy is not enough. Today industrial
firms are spending millions of dollars each year for men,

skills

modern counterparts of the ancient scribes, who can rewrite
the reports of research engineers into clear and grammatical
23

,

English. Businesses are employing the graduates of liberal arts colleges
in order to secure executives who can bring a sense of human values to

the transactions of the market place. Educators in law and medicine
decry the frequent ineptness in reading, writing, and speaking of the
young people entering their professions. Colleges are spending too much
time and energy on remedial English, working to bring moderately

literate students up to the level of skill in communication required for
satisfactory college performance. When large numbers of the professionals of our nation are handicapped by ignorance of their mother
tongue and unawareness of our humanistic writings, it is obvious that a
sizable number of potential professionals and other leaders are lost in
the crowd, living beneath their capacities, prevented from fulfilling their

potentialities as individuals and from making their contribution to
society. In addition, the past quarter century has witnessed steadily
CHANGING NEED FOR WORKERS SKILLED IN LANGUAGE
PERCENT OF LABOR FORCE 1910
PERCENT OF LABOR FORCE 1957

14.1

13.3

11.7
10.3

10.2

9.9
6.5
4.4

AA

11

:PROFESSIONAL
WORKERS

CLERICAL
WORKERS

MANAGEMENT

SKILLED WORKERS

AND FOREMEN

TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LABOR FORCE
32.8%

1910
1957

47.6%

Data based on The Pursuit of Excellence, op. cit., p. 8.
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increasing demands for workers highly skilled in the use of language;
they have been vigorously recruited for public service, for communications, transportation, and other industries, for clerical and white collar
positions, and for the professions." Mere literacy is no longer enough
in the complicated world in which we live.
The complexity of contemporary life poses still other problems. Our
society is increasingly characterized by more corporate and more interdependent organization in all institutionai lifeeach group
subdivided into departments, sections, and lines, all of
Increasing
complexity
which need to act in unity and harmony. For executives,
of life
managers, leaders, clerks, foremen, small businessmen or
large, salesmen, distributors, estimators, agents, and government employeesthe writing of reports, the framing of directives, the
articulation and comprehension of ideas are now essential for accomplishing routine work. Millions of employees today must interpret messages, understand reports, listen and confer, make themselves clear as
part of their jobs. Here again mere literacy is no longer enough.
Increasingly, too, the shift toward greater reliance on oral-aural communication in our technological society produces new concerns for the

English teacher. The children and young people in our

The impact
schools now take casually for granted television, radio, tape
of modern
recordings, and other instruments of instantaneous coinmedia of
communication munication. These modern media extend popular culture

into our living rooms, offering experiences both barren and
rich. They inevitably affect many dimensions of our life, and especially
of the lives of our young people who, in the words of one critic, "live
englobed in a universe of sound . . . which surpasses anything any
earlier human culture has known."" Our young people need to be edu-

cated in both the dangers and the possibilities inherent in the use of

these modern media, and inevitably much of this responsibility falls upon
the teacher of English, the teacher most concerned about the uses of
language and the student's ability to think both critically and imaginatively. Out of these media, too, some special pressures have developed

to de-emphasize imaginative literature in our classrooms in favor of
sociological documentation. We must not starve our students' imagination or intellect in order to fatten their social conscience.
Finally, because the teaching of English has lost clear definition, it has
been burdened with an increase in miscellaneous duties and responsi'7Clyde B. Moore and William E. Cole, Sociology in Educational Practice (New York: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 235.
'Walter J. Ong, "Wired for Sound," College English, VoL 21, No. 5 (February, 1960), p. 250.
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Proliferation
of duties for
the English
teachers

bilities. Partly perhaps because English is the subject in
which virtually all students are enrolled, it has frequently

seemed natural to school administrators to consign to English teachers many special responsibilities such as testing,
advising, and clerical checkingall desirable and necessary
functions but unrelated to any special course. Thus, teachers of English
throughout the country expend time and effort on such peripheral tasks
as administering tests of vocational preference, lecturing on safety education, and providing orientation for new students."

The ultimate result of all these pressuresthe greater heterogeneity
of pupils, the increasing complexity of our society, the development of
modern media of communication, the proliferation of responsibilities of

the English teacheris that English as a subject is in danger of losing
still more its central focus. In too many locales English has become all
things to all students. The lines of its discipline have blurred, and the
proper path for preparing its teachers has faded.

7. English and its teachers should focus on the study of language,
literature, and composition. The singular thing about the study of English
is that it is a fusion of many elements. In the hands of poor
The good
teachers, it is only a hodgepodge. English embraces gram-

teacher sees
the unity
in English

mar, good usage, writing, spelling, diction, vocabulary,
logic, reading of every kind from magazine articles to
poetry. And it attempts to stimulate creation of new ideas,
appreciation of quality, good taste, a philosophical temper, exact and
efficient communication, and an understanding of values and ideals. With

the many pressures now exerted on the teaching of English, a teacher
needs great skill to organize all these elements so that they reinforce
one another in the student's intellect and imagination. The good teacher,
the teacher well prepared in his subject, sees the unity to be found in
English and fuses the many elements into a unified subject.
8. Poorly prepared teachers of English have created a serious national
problem. Deficiencies in this preparation, dating back many years, have
been a major cause of the crisis in English teaching now
apparent throughout the country. The present situation is
Too many
untenable educationally because school programs in Engill-prepared
teachers
lish seem to have lost their central purpose. It is untenable
economically because of the tremendous cost of remedial
instruction in English throughout our land." It is untenable politically
because of the increased importance of communication in our society.
19Pages 95 and 99 provide factual data on these many responsibilities.
20See especially the discussion beginning on page 104.
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It is indefensible culturally because it threatens to produce a break with
the great humanistic tradition.

Probably the greatest single weakness is the lack of articulation in
the teaching of English from the elementary school through the college.
English by its nature is a study that requires ten to twelve years ( or
longer ) of continual, rigorous practice under expert guidancejust to
develop the skill to write a clear, unified paragraph, or to ferret out the
full meaning of an essay, a novel, or a speech. Unlike the study of many
other subjects, the study of English is difficult to accelerate. The teacher
9.

cannot engage in forced growth and quick coverage in writing and
reading, even among the bright, without loss to the pupil. What the
teacher must study and understand is the complex, incremental nature
of the subject, the way in which language develops, the way in which

understanding and appreciation evolve. More than the limited preparation of English teachers stands in the way of achieving sound articulation
in English programs. Tens of thousands of separate elementary and
secondary school districts plan their own English curriculum; most
colleges establish their own requirements and courses without consultation with high schools; diverse organizations work individually and
independently to influence the pattern of the English program. Moreover, some secondary schools adopt an elective system in English which
makes it possible for students to obtain English credit by enrolling in
any one of several related courses. In California alone, courses bearing
217 different titles are classified as English by the state department of
education.21 Under such conditions, continuity in English instruction is
virtually impossible. The independence of schools has created a chaotic
condition in which strong leadership at the regional, state, and national
levels is urgently needed to bring together the diverse, and sometimes
discordant, elements into an effective working relationship. Only such
strong leadership and coordinated guidance can achieve sound, articulated programs from the first grade to the last.
10. National concern about the deficiencies in English instruction
has become almost commonplace. Criticisms are voiced in the press daily.

When Joseph Mersand, past president of the National Council of
Teachers of English, recently studied the attitudes of more than 500
representative college presidents, business executives, lawyers, magazine
and newspaper editors, and other professional people, he found a deepseated national awareness that the improvement of the quality of English
21Not only speech, drama, and journalism are included but Everyday English, Social English,
junior College English, Vocational English, University English, etc. Cf. The English
Language
Arts in California Public High Schools, Bulletin No. 7, Vol. XXVI, California State Department
of Education (September, 1957), pp. 9-11.
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teaching will depend on major changes in the conditions under which
English is taught. The recommendations from these educated leaders
provide a sound base on which a major program may be built: massive
efforts on a national scale to provide better prepared teachers of English; increased funds to reduce class size to manageable levels; larger
budgets to provide more and better books and instructional materials;
higher salaries to attract outstanding teachers.22

11. Coordinated national and state efforts are needed to improve the
teaching of English. The present system of local control of education
has been unable to improve the quality of English instruction: its efforts
to enlarge the scope of English have been nullified by its inability or
unwillingness to change the alarming state into which English has fallen.
Local communities seem not to understand (perhaps they are not in a
position to understand) that quality in education cannot be achieved
without major financial support. For example, if English in secondary
schools is to be improved in quality, English teachers must assign more
compositions and have more time to read and criticize them. To do so,
the number of students they teach must be reduced, in some cases as
much as by one-third ori even one-half. Across our land the added cost
will run to millions. Clearly, serious study must be given to such problems at the state and national levels.
If the preparation in English of secondary teachers and elementary
teachers is to be improved, if articulated English programs are to be
achieved, then ways must be found to coordinate the separate efforts of
organizations, schools, and institutions. Through workshops, institutes,
surveys, and conferences, as well as any other means or devices available,

our colleges, schools, state departments, teacher organizations, and
learned societies must focus their attention on critical problems and
make common cause in a major search for solutions. The success of
recent national programs in the sciences and modern foreign languages
demonstrates what can be accomplished by a nationally financed effort.
It is possible for a national program to be instrumental in mobilizing

local resources in a way that disparate, separate authorities could
never do and to tap educational leadership in ways never before thought
possible. One of the major recommendations of the forums at the Golden
Anniversary White House Conference on Children and Youth is that a
National Humanities Foundation be established to coordinate efforts in
the various humanistic disciplines and to provide leadership in sponsor-

ing research and study designed to advance the science of man.23 It
22Mersand, oP. cit.

23Comtnittee Report on Foreign Findings, Golden Anniversary White House Conference on
Children and Youth (Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 1960), p. 1.
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seems impossible to correct the basic weaknesses in English instruction
under existing multitudinous administrative organizations, isolated authorities, and small town school referendums. Some examples of what
can be accomplished in national leadership, without endangering local

control, are already before us. For instance, the impact which the
United States Congress may have in providing for special services and
regional coordination in a subject was dramatized when, as a result of
the passage of the National Defense Education Act of 1958, the number of
state supervisors in modern languages increased from eight to forty-one.24

At present only six states employ supervisors in English, even though
most states regularly employ such specialists in home economics, trade
and industrial arts, and other nonacademic areas. Such leadership at the
state level can promote articulation of programs in English from the
kindergarten through the high school and influence articulation between
the high school and the college. Or, for a different approach on the
national level, consider the effect of the 1956 Ann Arbor Conference on
the teaching of English as a foreign language. This conference, supported by the Ford Foundation and sponsored by the Linguistic Society
and the Committee on International Exchange of Persons of the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils, brought together for the
first time the linguists and the nonlinguistically trained teachers of English as a foreign language. Its impact upon the methods of teaching and
the preparation of teachers of English as a foreign language has already
been significant; its lasting contribution has been dramatized by the
organizing of the Center for Applied Linguistics in Washington as a
branch of the Modern Language Association of America.
When we recognize that education is vital to the survival of freedom,
we become sensitive to our responsibilities as free individuals and can

appraise ourselves rigorously as a society. We come to think of brain

power and intelligence as we think of forests and river basinsas a
national resource to be conserved and developed, not wasted. In the
midst of our personal concerns, we suddenly look at the public domain

and wonder why we have neglected it when it is so essential to our
individual existence. Education is part of the public domain, the national interest; English is the core of public education. So busy are we
in the pursuit of private dreams and pleasures, in getting and spending, in seeking to achieve personal goals of wealth or well-being, so
conditioned have we become to obsolescence, to tearing down and
throwing awaythat we have not heeded pressing-needs now suddenly
essential to survival. "The issue at its simplest," writes Barbara Ward in
241'State Supervisors in Science, Mathematics, and Modern foreign Languages," School Life,
U. S. Office of Education, Vol. 42, No. 5 (March, 1960), pp. 28-29.
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the New York Times, "is the question whether the United States is
spending too much on its private necessities and enjoyments and, as a re-

sult, skimping the broad public needs and services that are vital to its
very social and national existence."25
Petty factional strife, selfish interest, or stunted vision in thousands
of our school elections has already hampered English instruction for
many years to come, has thrust many students into the hands of incompetent teachers or of competent teachers who are teaching under
appalling conditions.26 The fate of our democracy now rests on the
way we develop our manpower. And English can, in transmitting the
humanistic tradition, help vitalize democracy, and, in developing the
art and skill of communication, help assure its lasting strength.

25New York Times, May 8, 1960.

26The nature of these conditions is discussed on pages 43-104.
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